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Abstract—With the rapid development of mobile Internet and urban constructions, high-volume and dynamic indoor communications
bring challenges to cellular systems. High penetration loss and deep shadowing channels of indoor users may substantially degrade
the transmission efficiency and system throughput. To address this issue, this paper proposes a solution using Floating Relay (FR)
given the mature technologies of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). We target the undesirable channel conditions of indoor users,
introduce the FR into the cellular system to improve transmission efficiency and maximize system throughput. Considering the capacity
limit of the FR’s back-haul link and the maximum transmission power of each user, an optimization problem is formulated to maximize
the system throughput. The optimal power allocation strategy is then obtained for each user, and two effective online 3-D placement
algorithms are proposed for the FR to approach the optimal location in the unpredictable and predictable scenarios, respectively.
Extensive simulations are conducted. The achieved maximum system throughput, convergence rate, and accumulated throughput are
used to evaluate the proposed algorithms. According to the comparisons between the two proposed algorithms and with off-line
schemes, they show superiorities in their targeted scenarios, respectively.
Index Terms—Indoor communication, 3-D, floating relay, UAV, power allocation, 3-D placement
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INTRODUCTION

W

ITH the rapid development of mobile Internet and
urban constructions, high-volume and dynamic
indoor communications bring new challenges to cellular
systems. An indoor cellular user needs to communicate
with its serving base station (BS) which typically locates
outdoors, and thus the communication channel may suffer
from high penetration loss and high shadowing [1], [2],
which may substantially degrade the transmission efficiency and system throughput.
In this paper, we focus on the urban area full of high-rise
buildings, e.g., business and commercial districts, where
both users and existing BSs are 3-D distributed. Introducing
new small cells for indoor users may not be helpful due to
the difficulties and cost of the BS deployment in this scenario. The optimal location of a new BS to cover the users in
upper floors of skyscrapers may be in the mid-air and people are more sensitive to the radiation from a BS. Furthermore, people may gather at different places, such as
cafeteria, meeting room, and lobby, at different time. A traditional BS with fixed location cannot provide a dynamic
coverage for the moving crowd in the building.

To address the above challenge, we propose an alternative
approach using unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), which had
become mature in terms of lighter, more flexible and having a
longer battery life [3]. We propose to use a UAV carrying a
relay node, so we can incorporate Floating Relay (FR) in the
cellular system. The FR can move towards the indoor users to
compensate their channels and increase the transmission efficiency. It can also adjust the position according to the realtime traffic and the distribution of users’ locations. Thanks to
its 3-D mobility, the coverage offered by an FR may be much
larger than that of a single small cell. Therefore, the cost of
deploying new small cells can be greatly reduced.
However, how to find the optimal location of the FR and,
accordingly, allocate users’ transmission power to achieve
the best system performance in the cellular network remain
open, which motivates this work. The main contributions of
this paper are summarized as follows:
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Considering the capacity limit of FR’s back-haul link
and the maximum transmission power of each user,
an optimization problem is formulated to maximize
the system throughput.
The optimal power allocation strategy, i.e., how to
allocate the transmission power of each user for its
existing serving BS and the FR, is derived. The maximum system throughput can be achieved given the
location of the FR.
Based on the optimal power allocation, two effective
online 3-D placement algorithms with low complexity are proposed for the FR to find the optimal location in unpredictable and predictable scenarios,
respectively.
Extensive simulations are conducted. The achieved
maximum system throughput, convergence rate,
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and accumulated throughput are used to evaluate
the proposed algorithms. Comparing to the off-line
schemes, the proposed algorithms show superiorities in their targeted scenarios, respectively.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
related work is described. Section 3 presents the system
model. Given a fixed location of the FR, the optimal power
allocation strategy for each User Equipment (UE) corresponding to the maximum system throughput is derived in
Section 4, based on which, two 3-D placement algorithms targeting on different scenarios are proposed in Section 5. Performance analysis is given in Section 6, followed by future
directions and the concluding remarks in Sections 7 and 8,
respectively.

2

RELATED WORK

The idea of applying moving network node went back to
1998. A US patent by. Gavrilovich [4] required base stations to
move along a roadway to provide coverage for vehicles. The
recent ones include the Project Loon [5] led by Google, where
an LTE base station is carried by a balloon to provide the Internet access in rural and remote areas. Facebook has also
launched Aquila to expand the Internet’s reach [6]. The Flying
Ubiquitous Sensor Networks (FUSN) [7] combined aerial
devices and communication-capable nodes.
Many optimization problems related to mobile sinks in
the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been formulated
and solved in the literature, among which balanced energy
consumption is a main objective. Routing methods, data collection strategies, and the optimal deployment were proposed in [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] to increase the network
lifetime. The trade-off between energy saving and traffic
delay was analyzed in [14]. The mobile data collection process is modelled by an M=G=1=c queuing system with the
discipline of nearest-job-next in [15]. Akbar et al. [16] focused
on the 3-D underwater scenario and proposed an efficient
data collection scheme to improve the lifetime, throughput,
and delay. However, only linear route of the mobile sink was
considered. Besides lifetime, transmission efficiency and
connectivity can also be improved by moving network
nodes [17]. Bekmezci et al. [18] provided a comprehensive
survey on Flying Ad-hoc NETwork (FANET). The MASP
scheme was proposed in [19] to increase the amount of collected data given the same energy consumption. In [20],
authors implemented a Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork (MANET)
to collect or disseminate content in complicated terrain. The
system was then found useful in urban scenarios because of
the existence of Line Of Sight (LOS) channels between Micro
Air Vehicles (MAVs). This test was done by using eBee devices [21]. Shallcross and van den Berg [22] proposed an algorithm placing a specified number of relay nodes to create a
spanning network that minimizes the maximum link length.
In [23], a multi-hop network was formed by the UAVs and
thus provided connections between isolated sensor nodes
and the base station. This work mainly focused on how to
maintain the connectivity of the UAV-network.
Besides the WSN and the IEEE 802.11 protocols, the UAV
in a cellular system was considered in [24]. The project Loon
was based on the LTE system, but the movement of a balloon
cannot be dynamic so that the application scenario was

Fig. 1. The floating relay with back-haul limit.

restricted to the macro coverage extension for remote areas.
The link level analysis based on the Nakagami fading model
was given in [25], where the mobile relay was fixed on a train.
Lyu et al. [26] studied a wireless system where the UAV flies
above distributed ground terminals, but the network topology was one-dimensional, and the flight path of the UAV
was predetermined. In [27], [28], use cases and applications
of UAV-aided wireless communications, i.e., UAV-aided
ubiquitous coverage, UAV-aided relaying, and UAV-aided
information dissemination and data collection, were discussed. Alzenad et al. [29], Bor-Yaliniz et al. [30], Mozaffari et
al. [31] focused on maximizing the number of covered users.
Mozaffari et al. [32] adopted the same objective and further
assumed an under-laid D2D network without considering
the coverage and capacity limits of the existing BSs and the
back-haul. The connection between the UAV and BSs was
considered in [33] for coverage optimization, where a UE
shall connect to either the BS or the UAV, not both. Besides
coverage, energy consumption is another popular metric.
Devices’ energy consumption was optimized in [34] and [35],
where the UAV was used to collect IoT packets. The propulsion energy consumption of the UAV was analyzed and an
energy-efficient trajectory design was proposed in [36]. Given
the increasing traffic demand, the capacity (or throughput) of
the cellular system desires further improvement. The UAV
was applied to facilitate the transmission between one pair of
nodes, and the throughput was maximized for the pair [37].
The downlink throughput was optimized in [38], where the
UAV flew at a fixed altitude and users cannot connect to both
the UAV and BS at the same time.
Different from the above work, in this paper, we focus on
maximizing the system throughput while considering the
capacity limit of the back-haul link and users’ transmission
power constraint. Each user can connect to the FR and its
serving BS simultaneously. How to efficiently allocate user’s
transmission power among two radio links and find the
optimal location of the FR are open issues to be addressed.

3

SYSTEM MODEL

Fig. 1 gives an example of the system model. There are several existing BSs and UEs in a 3-D space. A UE shall connect
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to the serving BS providing the best average channel quality
considering path loss and shadowing. Given the current
location of the FR, each UE divides its transmission power
into two parts: one is to communicate with the FR and the
other is to the serving BS. The objective is to maximize the
system throughput. Assuming that the UEs’ power allocations are controlled by the network in a centralized way, we
investigate the optimal power allocation strategy and the
optimal location for the FR.
We denote the link between a UE and the FR as a fronthaul link, and the one between a UE and its serving BS as a
serving link. The maximum throughput of each single UE is
not the objective of power allocation between front-hauls
and serving links, because the sum of front-hauls’ data rate
may exceed the back-haul’s capacity. Due to this limit, UEs’
power allocations are correlated to each other. The optimal
solution is to maximize the system throughput, i.e., the sum
of the data rates of all the UEs’ front-haul links and serving
links, rather than a single UE’s throughput.
We use link capacity, denoted by Cðd; pÞ, to approximate
the link data rate in this paper. It is the Shannon capacity of
a link given the transmission power p and distance d

Cðd; pÞ ¼ W log 2

1þ


p  gðdÞ
;
N0

(1)

where gðdÞ is the channel and antenna gain, and N0 is the
power of noise. We do not consider the effect of fast fading
because it is difficult to react according to fast fading. The
channel gain is given by gðdÞ ¼ dr C=K0 , where r is the path
loss exponent, C represents the shadowing effect, and K0 is a
constant. Considering the nearfield effect, gðdÞ ¼ ½max
ðd; d0 Þr C=K0 , where d0 is the reference distance.
In this paper, the resources are statically allocated to users
using orthogonal spectrum. Given the poor channels of
indoor users (high penetration loss and possible deep shadowing for users inside buildings), the scheduling and feedback messages need to consume a large portion of the cellular
resources to meet the link budget of the control channel,
which is much higher than that of the data channel. Thus, the
traditional dynamic scheduling may be too costly to apply.
Therefore, the Physical Resource Block (PRB) is assigned statically (via high-layer messages) in the proposed solution to
reduce the control overhead, so each user has a fixed bandwidth. The result with fixed bandwidth allocation is a valuable baseline, and the performance can be improved if
coordinated scheduling between different BSs is possible. We
do not specify the multiple access scheme in this paper. As
long as each user has orthogonal resources, such as frequency,
code, and/or time, they will not interfere with each other.
The UAV broadcasts the reference signal as the Type 1a
relay node in the LTE system [39]. The UE shall measure the
channels to its serving BS and the FR, respectively, and then
report the channel conditions and its locations to the serving
BS. Neighboring BSs share the information via wired links
(the X2 interface) without occupying any wireless resource.
The FR’s serving BS collects the information of the FR and
UEs in neighboring cells, and then calculates the next move
and notifies the FR. Given the procedures above, the overhead will not increase significantly because the UE nevertheless has to measure the channel and report it. Thus, we
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only increase the payload of the feedback message to
include the information of the channel to the FR. Given that
each UE’s frequency band is statically allocated, the feedback message can be concise. The notification of the FR’s
next move may only contain a GPS coordinate (including
altitude) and be sent once per several seconds.
The location of the FR greatly affects the channel gains of
the back-haul and all the front-hauls, and thus the maximum system throughput varies. Our objective, finding the
optimal location of the FR, can be formulated as a primal
optimization problem (P1) with three constraints as follows:
max
a ;x
x

s:t:

X
½Cðjjx
x  u i jj2 ; ai Þ þ Cðjjssi  u i jj2 ; Pt  ai Þ ðP1Þ;
i2U

X

Cðjjx
x  u i jj2 ; ai Þ  C 0 ðjjx
x  s x jj2 ; PtF ; bÞ;

ðC1Þ

i2U

ai  Pt ; 8i 2 U;

ðC2Þ

ai  0; 8i 2 U;

ðC3Þ

where x is the 3-D coordinate vector (location) of the FR, u i
is the location of the ith UE, s i and s x are the locations of the
serving BSs selected by the ith UE and the FR, respectively.
ai denotes the transmission power of the ith UE that is allocated to the FR. Pt is the total UE transmission power and
PtF is that of the FR. U is the UE set. In this paper, we use
the bold font denoting vectors, the double struck font denoting sets.
The constraint (C1) is the back-haul capacity limit, which
means that the sum of front-hauls’ capacities cannot exceed
the back-haul’s. b denotes that the bandwidth allocated to
the FR’s back-haul is b times of UE’s bandwidth and
C 0 ðd; p; bÞ is given by


p  gðdÞ
:
C 0 ðd; p; bÞ ¼ bW log 2 1 þ
bN0

(2)

(C2) and (C3) determine the valid range of the power allocated to the FR, which is non-negative and less than the
maximum UE transmission power.
The global information is needed to make the decision
for the FR’s future moves. Since the traffic load and the
topology of active nodes are changing (dynamical network),
the global information is time-varying. Therefore, the FR
may make the decision for either one step ahead given the
unpredictable network or several steps ahead given the predictable network, i.e., the network is stable in a certain
duration.
In the following sections, (P1) is decoupled and solved
case by case. Given a fixed location of the FR, we first
develop the optimal power allocation strategy, considering
both the back-haul capacity constraint and maximum UE
transmission power constraint, to maximize the system
throughput. Next, if the network is unpredictable, given the
optimal power allocation of each fixed location of the FR,
we calculate the direction of the FR’s next move. The nearoptimal location for the FR can be found by a proposed
online iterative algorithm. If the network is predictable,
given the stable duration, we find out the near-optimal location within the FR’s maximum moving range by a proposed
searching algorithm with adaptive step length. Then, the FR
move to the converged near-optimal location directly.
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THE OPTIMAL POWER ALLOCATIONS

In this section, given the location of the FR, we obtain the
optimal power allocation strategy. The problem (P1) is
changed to (P2) as follows:
X
½Cðdi ; ai Þ þ CðDi ; Pt  ai Þ;
ðP2Þ
max
a

i2U

s:t:

X

Cðdi ; ai Þ  C 0 ðDx ; PtF ; bÞ;

ðC1Þ

i2U

ai  Pt ; 8i 2 U;
ai  0; 8i 2 U;

ðC2Þ
ðC3Þ

where di and Di are the distances of the ith UE to the FR and
its serving BS, respectively. Dx is the distance from the FR to
its serving BS. All the distances are known given the fixed
location of the FR. Both the objective function and constraints in (P2) are convex [40].
To solve the problem, we consider different cases and
solve them one by one. The constraint (C1) can be separated
into two cases, which are back-haul unlimited and backhaul limited, respectively. In the first case, (C1) can be
removed; in the second case, (C1) becomes (C1’) as shown
below:
X
Cðdi ; ai Þ ¼ C 0 ðDx ; PtF ; bÞ:
(C1’)
i2U

We first focus on the back-haul unlimited case. The constraints (C2) and (C3) define the valid range of the power
allocation. ai with and without these two constraints may
result in different front-haul capacities and thus affect the
back-haul budget for others. However, given that the backhaul is unlimited, the data rate of each UE’s front-haul is
independent to others. Thus, the power allocations for UEs
are not correlated, and we can find the optimal allocation
for each UE individually using (P2’), where the summation
in (P2) is removed, subject to (C2) and (C3)
max Cðdi ; ai Þ þ CðDi ; Pt  ai Þ; 8i 2 U:
ai

ðP2’Þ
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If (C2) and (C3) are not satisfied, we should first draw
each ai ; 8i 2 U, back into the valid range, i.e., force the negative ones equal to zero and the ones larger than Pt equal to
Pt , respectively. Due to the convexity of (P2’), if ai calculated by (4) is negative, the maximum system throughput
will be monotonically decreased when we increase ai . Similarly, if we reduce ai , which is originally larger than Pt , the
maximum system throughput is also monotonically
decreased. It can be concluded that if the ith UE’s power
allocation calculated by (4), ai , is out of the valid range
defined by (C2) and (C3), its value in the optimal solution of
(P2’), denoted by a0i , is on the nearest boundary of the valid
range, i.e., zero or Pt . Therefore, a0i ¼ min½ðjai j þ ai Þ=2; Pt .
Because UEs are not correlated with each other in this
unconstrained problem (P2’), the above operation to a0i will
not affect other’s optimal solution. After this process, (C2)
and (C3) are satisfied. If (C1) is also satisfied, we conclude
that this power allocation is the optimal solution to (P2) and
ai ¼ a0i ; 8i 2 U.
If (C1) is not satisfied, it means that the back-haul capacity limit is violated. Due to the convexity of (P2), the optimal
solution appears when the back-haul capacity is fully utilized by the front-hauls and thus (C1’) is used to replace
(C1). For this back-haul limited case, (P2) is converted to
(P2”) as follows:
X
½Cðdi ; ai Þ þ CðDi ; Pt  ai Þ;
ðP2’’Þ
max
a

i2U

s:t: ðC1’Þ; ðC2Þ; ðC3Þ:
Substituting with (1), the Lagrange function is given by

X
L¼
W log 2 ð1 þ Hdi ai Þ þ W log 2 ð1 þ HDi ðPt  ai ÞÞ
i2U

"

þ 0
þ

X
i2U

X

#
W log 2 ð1 þ Hdi ai Þ  C

i2U

mi ai þ

X

0

ðDx ; PtF ; bÞ

miþM ðP  ai Þ:

i2U

(5)

s:t: ðC2Þ; ðC3Þ
Eq. (P2’) can be considered as the sum-rate maximization
problem for two channel states with sum-power constraint.
It is solved as follows. Substituting with (1), the equivalent
expression of (P2’) is given by
max W log 2 ð1 þ Hdi ai Þ þ W log 2 ð1 þ HDi ðPt  ai ÞÞ
ai

¼) max lnð1 þ Hdi ai Þ þ lnð1 þ HDi ðPt  ai ÞÞ; 8i 2 U:

(3)

ai

Taking a derivative of (3) w.r.t. ai , and making it equal to
zero, we have
Hdi
HDi
¼0

1 þ Hdi ai 1 þ HDi ðPt  ai Þ
Hdi  HDi þ Hdi HDi Pt
¼) ai ¼
; 8i 2 U:
2Hdi HDi

(4)

The power allocation ai in (4) is optimal from a UE’s perspective. We use ai to denote the optimal power allocation
in (P2), ai ¼ ai ; 8i 2 U, if the constraints (C1), (C2) and (C3)
are all satisfied.

Taking a derivative of (5) w.r.t. ai , and making it equal to
zero, we have
ð0 þ 1Þ

Hdi
HDi

þ mi  miþM ¼ 0: (6)
Hdi ai þ 1 HDi ðPt  ai Þ þ 1

According to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions
mi ai ¼ 0; 8i 2 U
miþM ðPt  ai Þ ¼ 0; 8i 2 U
mi  0; 8i 2 U
miþM  0; 8i 2 U:

(7)

Therefore, when miþM ¼ 0; ai ¼ 0 ¼) mi  0, the range of
0 can be found as follows:


Hdi
HDi
ð0 þ 1Þ

0
Hdi ai þ 1 HDi ðPt  ai Þ þ 1 ai ¼0
(8)
HDi
 1:
¼) 0 
ðHDi Pt þ 1ÞHdi
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Similarly, when mi ¼ 0; ai ¼ Pt ¼) miþM  0, the range of
0 can be obtained by



Hdi
HDi
ð0 þ 1Þ
0

Hdi ai þ 1 HDi ðPt  ai Þ þ 1 ai ¼P
ðHdi Pt þ 1ÞHDi
¼) 0 
 1:
Hdi

(9)

The range of 0 are determined by (8) and (9) to ensure
that ai is on the boundary of the valid range, i.e., ai equals
either 0 or Pt . We assume that the total number of UEs in U
is M and the value range of 0 can be divided into 2M þ 1
intervals by M UEs’ boundaries. For the jth interval of 0 ,
Rj , we define the UEs that satisfy (8) belong to U0j , and those
satisfying (9) belong to UPj .
When 0 2 Rj , ai ; 8i 2 U0j [ UPj , can be fixed as either 0 or
Pt . The following constraints are used to replace the constraints (C2) and (C3) in (P2”)
ai ¼ 0; 8i 2 U0j ;
ai ¼ Pt ; 8i 2

UPj :

(11)

¼ C 0 ðDx ; PtF ; bÞ 

X

W log 2 ð1 þ Hdi Pt Þ:

(12)

i2UP
j

We use (P2j ”) to denote the new problem where the constraints in (P2”) are updated as above.

Theorem 1. The global maximizer of (P2j ”) is given by
AðHDi Pt þ 1ÞHdi  HDi
; 8i 2 fU  U0j [ UPj g;
Hdi HDi
(13)
ai ¼ 0; 8i 2 U0j ;

ai ¼

ai ¼ Pt ; 8i 2 UPj ;
where
20

1M1 0 3þ
j
C 7
W
C 7
;
ðHdi þHDi þHdi HDi Pt ÞA 7
5

P

6B 2
6
A ¼ 6B
4@Q

C 0 ðDx ;PtF ;bÞ

i2fUU0j [UP
g
j

i2UP
j

W log 2 ð1þHdi Pt Þ

HDi

and Mj0 is the total number of UEs in fU  U0j [ UPj g.

ð0 þ 1ÞðHdi þ HDi þ Hdi HDi Pt Þ
ð0 þ 2ÞHDi

i2fUU0j [UP
g
j
C 0 ðDx ;PtF ;bÞ

P
i2UP
j

(14)

W log 2 ð1þHdi Pt Þ

:

W

Given the total number of UEs in fU  U0j [ UPj g, Mj0 ,
(14) can be rewritten as


0 þ 1
0 þ 2

M 0

Y

j

i2fUU0j [UP
g
j

P

C 0 ðDx ;PtF ;bÞ

¼2

i2UP
j

ðHdi þ HDi þ Hdi HDi Pt Þ
HDi

:

W

20
P
1M1 0 3þ
C 0 ðDx ;PtF ;bÞ
W log 2 ð1þHdi Pt Þ
j
i2UP
j
6B 2
C 7
W
6B
C 7
Define A ¼ 6@Q
7
ðHdi þHDi þHdi HDi Pt ÞA 5
4
0
P
i2fUUj [Uj g

¼

(15)

W log 2 ð1þHdi Pt Þ

HDi

(16)

0 þ 1
:
0 þ 2

Therefore, 0 can be obtained as follows:
0 ¼

The back-haul capacity should also be updated because it is
deducted by the UEs whose power are fixed to Pt . The
updated constraint (C1’) is given by
X
W log 2 ð1 þ Hdi ai Þ
i2fUU0j [UP
g
j

Y

¼2

¼ ai Hdi HDi ð0 þ 2Þ þ HDi  ð0 þ 1ÞðHDi Pt þ 1ÞHdi
ð0 þ 1ÞðHDi Pt þ 1ÞHdi  HDi
¼) ai ¼
:
Hdi HDi ð0 þ 2Þ
(10)

MARCH 2019

i2fUU0j [UP
g
j

¼

Hdi
HDi

¼0
Hdi ai þ 1 HDi ðPt  ai Þ þ 1

NO. 3,

Proof. For ai ; 8i 2 fU  U0j [ UPj g, it can be represented by
(10). Substituting (10) into the updated constraint (12), we
have
Y
½1 þ Hdi ai 

When mi ¼ miþM ¼ 0 ¼) ai 2 ½0; Pt , ai can be written as
a function of 0 as follows:
ð0 þ 1Þ

VOL. 18,

2A  1
:
1A

(17)

By substituting the above result into (10) and combining
with new constraints in (11), the optimal power allocau
t
tion of (P2j ”) can be obtained.
Given the optimal power allocation in Theorem 1, the
system throughput assuming that 0 belongs to the jth
interval, denoted by C ðjÞ , can be calculated by substituting
the power allocation into the objective function of (P2”).
Given (17), we need to further check whether 0 2 Rj . If 0
is out of the range of Rj , the result contradicts with the settings
of U0j and UPj , so that there is no KKT point exists and 0 corresponding to the global maximizer of (P2”) cannot be in Rj . We
set C ðjÞ ¼ 0 for this case. It should be noticed that for some
P of
the intervals, U  U0j [ UPj ¼ f and C 0 ðDx ; PtF ; bÞ  i2UP
j

W log 2 ð1 þ Hdi Pt Þ > 0, or the deducted back-haul capacity is
negative, or ai 2 ð1; 0 [ ½Pt ; 1Þ; i 2 fU  U0j [ UPj g. These
cases also mean that the KKT point does not exist in the current interval and we set C ðjÞ ¼ 0 for these cases.
At most one KKT point can be found in each interval. If
we add a minus to the objective function of (P2”), the Hessian matrix is positive definite. Thus, all the KKT points of
(P2”) are either one of the local maximizers or the global
maximizer. The KKT point corresponding to the maximum
system throughput is the global maximizer. After we obtain
C ðjÞ for all the intervals, where j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 2M þ 1, the maximum C ðjÞ among all the intervals is the maximum system
throughput of (P2”).
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Remark 1. The global maximizer of (P2”) is obtained as
follows:
h
i
a00 ¼ arg max C ð1Þ ; C ð2Þ ; . . . ; C ð2Mþ1Þ :
(18)
a

Remark 2. The procedures of obtaining the optimal power
allocation of (P2), a  , given the location of the FR, can be
summarized as:
(1)
(2)

5

Solve (P2’) for each UE. Let a0i ¼ min½ðjai j þ ai Þ=2;
Pt ; 8i 2 U.
Check whether the constraint (C1) is satisfied by
a0 .
 If so, a  ¼ a 0 ;
 Otherwise, solve (P2j ”), j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 2M þ 1,
according to Theorem 1 and then obtain a 00
based on Remark 1. a  ¼ a 00 .

5.1 Weighted Coordinate Axes (WCA)
In this section, the unpredictable network is assumed, i.e.,
we have no knowledge about how drastically and frequently the network changes. The FR’s optimal location
within 10-meter and 100-meter moving ranges may not be
on the same path. Only the current information is applied to
seek for a temporarily better location. Based on this instantaneous global information and the optimal power allocation given a fixed FR’s location, we design the algorithms to
determine the direction of the FR’s next move.
We propose the Weighted Coordinate Axes algorithm
inspired by the gradient ascent method. When the topology
is stable, the FR shall move to a local maximizer as soon as
possible. The gradient ascent method is a simple but effective way to find the local optimal point. The new location
can be obtained based on the previous location as follows:
(19)

0

where x and x are the locations of the FR in the current step
and the next step, respectively. R is the length of the step.
Zðx
xÞ denotes the maximum system throughput given the
FR’s location x , which is obtained in Section 4.
Given that the gradient of Zðx
xÞ is difficult to derive, we
use numerical method to approximate the gradient of
each step. It is first assumed that the FR moves along one
of the 3-D axes toward positive and negative infinity for a
short distance, D, respectively. The system throughput
increments by these movements can be obtained. The difference between the throughput increments on two directions can be considered as the weight of this axis. The
weighted sum of all the axes is the approximation of the
gradient at the current location and results in the direction for the next step.
In a 3-D coordinate system, the weight of the x axis, w1 , is
given by
x þ D½1 0 0Þ  Zðx
x  D½1 0 0Þ:
w1 ¼ Zðx

that axis’ positive direction. Based on the direction, d, and
the fixed step length, R, the coordinate of the FR in the next
step, x 0 , is obtained by
x0 ¼ x þ

3-D PLACEMENT ALGORITHM

xÞ;
x 0 ¼ x þ RrZðx

Fig. 2. An example of the adaptive step length.

(20)

Similarly, w2 and w3 can be obtained. The direction of the
FR’s next step is given by d ¼ ½w1 w2 w3 .
A weight can be either positive or negative. A negative
weight means that the system throughput is decreasing in

Rdd
:
jjddjj

(21)

The WCA algorithm can be extended to other cases. For
example, in practice, the FR may be restricted to a certain
height due to safety concerns. In this case, the dimension is
reduced to 2-D. By applying the same method shown above
but making w3 ¼ 0 in d, the next step, x 0 , can be obtained.
When No-fly zones applied in practice, (21) should be further checked for each step to ensure x 0 is in the feasible
region. In order to avoid zigzagging flight path, additional
conditions can be added to stop the WCA algorithm. One
feasible way is to calculate the throughput increment for
x þ D½1 0 0Þ  Zðx
xÞ
each direction. For example, I1þ ¼ Zðx
x  D½1 0 0Þ  Zðx
xÞ are the increments of the
and I1 ¼ Zðx
positive and negative directions on the x axis, respectively.
If all the six increments along three axes are negative, the
current location is almost on a local maximizer and the
WCA algorithm stops.

5.2 Adaptive Weighted Coordinate Axes (A-WCA)
Besides the study on unpredictable network, we propose
the A-WCA algorithm to deal with the predictable network, i.e., the network keeps stable for a certain time
and this duration is predictable. Given the stable duration and the moving speed of the FR, the maximum
number of steps and moving distance can be obtained.
The objective of the A-WCA algorithm is to find the optimal location within a certain distance or a given number
of steps.
Different from the one-step optimization in WCA, the
FR moves to the target location directly after the A-WCA
calculation. It means the FR does not move while the AWCA’s searching process. Thus, without the constraint of
the FR’s moving speed, an adaptive step length can be
adopted to improve the efficiency, as shown in Fig. 2.
Given the maximum moving distance, the minimum distance from the location of the ith step to the boundary,
denoted as Si ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; can be obtained as follows:
Si ¼ F  jjx
xi1  x 0 jj; 8i > 0;

(22)

where F is the FR’s maximum moving distance within the
predicted network stable duration. x i is the location at the
ith step and x0 is the initial location.
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The step length of the ith step is given by Ri ¼ Si =2.
Specifically, R1 ¼ S1 =2 ¼ F=2. The coordinate updating
equation in searching process is given by
xi ¼ x i1 þ

ðF  jjx
xi1  x 0 jjÞdd
; 8i > 0:
2jjddjj

(23)

By applying the proposed A-WCA algorithm, the FR is
guaranteed to stay within a sphere with radius F. The
searching process will end when Ri < G, where G is a predetermined threshold.
If the A-WCA algorithm targets on a point on the spherical boundary, the step length decreases exponentially and
the searching process stops quickly. However, when the
algorithm targets on a local maximizer within the sphere,
the A-WCA may never stop due to its fluctuating step
length. We thereby need a mechanism to reduce the step
length in this case. Similar to the pocket algorithm, we
maintain the minimum distance from the searched location
to the sphere boundary in the pocket during the searching
process. Whenever there is a smaller distance generated by
the new location, the distance in the pocket will be replaced.
The step length is reduced by half if the pocket has not been
updated for successive L steps. The detailed procedure of
the A-WCA algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. The A-WCA Algorithm
1: procedure A-WCA SEARCH
2:
Initialization:
3:
i ¼ 0, R0 ¼ F2 , Counter ¼ 0, Pocket ¼ F, F = 0
4:
while Ri  G do
5:
i¼iþ1
6:
Update Si and xi according to (22) and (23)
7:
if F = 0 then
8:
Ri ¼ S2i
9:
end if
10:
if Ri < Pocket then
11:
Pocket = Ri , Counter = 0
12:
else
13:
Counter = Counter + 1
14:
end if
15:
if Counter  L then
16:
Ri ¼ R2i , F = 1
17:
end if
18:
end while
19: end procedure

5.3 Direct Method
To examine the WCA algorithm in terms of the convergence
rate, we compare it with a direct off-line method. In this offline method, we first obtain the location corresponding to
the highest system throughput using the WCA algorithm
within a certain steps, and then let the FR move to it directly
along a straight line.
In practice, the direct off-line method is difficult to be
applied because it significantly increases the computation
load of the FR and the long-term prediction may not be
accurate in dynamical networks. In the following performance analysis, we consider this method as an upper bound
of the convergence rate for the WCA algorithm.
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5.4 Dynamic Programming Method
In unpredictable networks, we want to examine how much
accumulated throughput can be achieved before the next
change. The accumulated throughput is given by AccðnÞ ¼
h
i
Pn

f¼0

P

i2U

Cðjjx
xf  u i jj2 ; afi Þ þ Cðjjssi  u i jj2 ; Pt  afi Þ , where

xf and afi denote the location of the FR and the ith UE’s power
allocation in the fth step, respectively. The accumulated
throughput includes every steps along the flight path starting
from the 0th step (the initial location) to the nth step (the current location). For this metric, the Dynamic Programming
(DP) is applied as a benchmark for comparison.
The DP is well known as a tool for the route optimization
that provides the maximum utility [41]. However, it is suitable for the problems with discrete routing nodes. In this
paper, the movements of the FR are not restricted between
discrete points, which means that the number of routing
nodes is infinite. To simplify the problem, we first build up
a cuboid 3-D grid where the straight line connecting the initial location of the FR and the target location is the body
diagonal.
We use Zi;j;k to denote the system throughput of the routing nodes ði; j; kÞ on the 3-D grid, which can be calculated as
explained in Section 4. The routing nodes start from the
node ð0; 0; 0Þ, the initial location of the FR, and end at the
target ðI; J; KÞ. There are ðI þ 1ÞðJ þ 1ÞðK þ 1Þ nodes in

denotes the maximum accumutotal on the 3-D grid. Ui;j;k
lated system throughput from ð0; 0; 0Þ to ði; j; kÞ. The recursive equation is given by
h
i




¼ max Ui1;j;k
; Ui;j1;k
; Ui;j;k1
þ Zi;j;k ;
Ui;j;k
(24)
8i 2 ½1; I; 8j 2 ½1; J; 8k 2 ½1; K:
When any one or two variables in ði; j; kÞ equal zero, the
recursive equation will be modified. For example, if i ¼ 0
h
i



þ Zi;j;k ;
U0;j;k
¼ max U0;j1;k
; U0;j;k1
(25)
8j 2 ½1; J; 8k 2 ½1; K:
If i ¼ j ¼ 0


U0;0;k
¼ U0;0;k1
þ Zi;j;k ; 8k 2 ½1; K:

(26)


Other cases are similar. Besides that, we have U0;0;0
¼ Z0;0;0 .
Given the recursive equations above, the maximum accumulated system throughput at each routing node on the 3-D
grid can be obtained. By the backward search from the target location and pick up the previous node corresponding
to the maximum accumulated system throughput one by
one, the optimal route is obtained. This route is denoted by
a set of routing nodes’ coordinates that it passes by,
H : fh
h1 ; h 2 ; . . . ; h IþJþK g. h1 is the initial location of the FR
and hIþJþK is the destination. Every component in vector
hIþJþK  hs is equal to or greater than that in h IþJþK 
hsþ1 ; 8s 2 ½1; I þ J þ K  1.
The route H goes along the 3-D grid and the distance
between two adjacent routing nodes in H may not be the
same as the step length of the FR. Therefore, we use the current location of the FR, x, as the center to form a sphere,
with a radius of step length R. Several intersections of this
sphere and route H can be obtained and the one with the
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Fig. 3. An example the smoothed DP route.

shortest distance to the destination will be the location of the
FR’s next step. This route is considered as the Smoothed DP
(SDP) route. A simple example in the 2-D plane can be
found in Fig. 3.

6

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

6.1 One-Snapshot Simulation
A snapshot of random UE distribution (8 UEs) is shown in
Fig. 4, the flight path of the FR obtained by the WCA algorithm is marked. It can be observed that after several steps
of moving, the FR converges to one point. The flight path is
close to that of the direct off-line method, as shown in the
figure.
In this simulation, the bandwidth for each UE is W ¼
1 MHz, about 6 Physical Resource Blocks in the LTE system.
The bandwidth for the FR is 5 times of UE’s, i.e., b ¼ 5. The
maximum transmission powers are Pt ¼ 200 mW and
PtF ¼ 1000 mW for the UE and the FR, respectively. The noise
spectral density is n0 ¼ 1017:4 mW/Hz and N0 ¼ Wn0 . The
NLOS channel in [42] is adopted, where r ¼ 3:68, K0 ¼ 104:38 .
We do not consider the random shadowing in this case, thus
C ¼ 1. The reference distance is d0 ¼ 10 m. Four fixed
BSs’ coordinates are ½500 500 500; ½0 250 250; ½500 0 0 and
½1000 0 250. Each axis of a UE’s coordinate is randomly
selected within ð0; 500Þ. The initial location of the FR follows
the same distribution. Because of the complexity of the radio
bearer reconfiguration for the relay node, the FR cannot
switch a serving BS dynamically. Therefore, in this paper, we
assume a fixed serving BS for the FR, and the FR selects the
nearest BS (based on FR’s initial location) as its serving BS in
the following simulations.

Fig. 4. An example of the FR’s movement based on the WCA algorithm.

Fig. 5. Examples of the A-WCA’s searching process.

Snapshots of the A-WCA’s searching process given a stable duration of 30 seconds are shown in Fig. 5. The FR needs
to find the optimal location within its maximum moving
distance which is 30 meters assuming 1 m/s moving speed.
Fig. 5a is a typical case where the network’s stable duration is relatively short and the FR has a limited moving distance. In this case, the FR has a higher chance to target on a
maximizer outside the moving range, and finally it will stop
at a point on the boundary after the A-WCA search. The step
length decreases exponentially for most of the time and thus
the process stops quickly. We set the threshold, G ¼ 0:1 m,
for the step length in the simulation. It takes 9 iterations in
Fig. 5a to finish the searching.
When the stable duration is longer and can support the
FR to move further, the FR is more possible to target on a
maximizer within the maximum moving range as shown in
Fig. 5b. Though fluctuating at the beginning, the searching
trace can still converge to a local maximizer after reducing
the step length by half several times compulsively according to Algorithm 1. Given L ¼ 5 in the simulation, it takes
55 iterations in Fig. 5b to finish the searching. It should be
noticed that the FR will fly to the converged local maximizer
directly, rather than moving along the searching trace.
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Fig. 6. Examples of the random shadowing map.

The NLOS path loss is applied in Fig. 4, which can be
considered as the homogeneous shadowing case. In order
to examine the proposed schemes in a harsher environment,
a random shadowing is also adopted. We generate the shadowing map according to [43]. It follows Gaussian distribution in logarithmic scale with a standard deviation of 4 dB.
We generate it for each UE because they have fixed locations
while the FR is moving in the simulation. Considering the
tower blocks in the city area, the shade mostly exists horizontally but not vertically so that the 2-D shadowing map is
used in this paper. Examples of random shadowing map
are shown in Fig. 6. UEs’ shadowing maps are different,
due to their locations, but highly correlated because they
are blocked by the same building. We use two extreme
cases, i.e., all the UEs share the identical shadowing map
and each UE has an independent shadowing map, in the following simulations.
Given a predicted 30-second network stable duration, we
apply the A-WCA algorithm successively for each 30-second period until reach a maximizer inside the feasible
region (like the case in Fig. 5b) rather than on the boundary.
The flight paths of the A-WCA and WCA algorithms are
marked in Figs. 7a and 7b for the identical and the independent shadowing, respectively. Mostly, the two paths are
consistent with each other in trend when using identical
shadowing map, but they are likely to deviate and end up
at different locations in the case of independent shadowing.
Zðx
xÞ becomes very rugged if users’ shadowing are independent. Thus, the A-WCA algorithms is likely to climb toward
a maximizer different from the WCA’s target because of its
long step length at the beginning of the searching process.

Fig. 8. Comparisons between the WCA and the optimal results, in terms
of the convergence rate and the maximum system throughput (homogeneous shadowing).

6.1.1 Convergence Rate
In Fig. 8, the system throughput on each step according to
the flight path in Fig. 4 is shown and the comparison
between the WCA algorithm and the direct off-line method
are made for different step length settings. As shown in the

figure, we choose R ¼ 3; 5; 10, respectively. With the
decreasing of the step length R, the gap between these two
methods is slightly increased, but they are still very close to
each other, which means that the convergence rate of the
WCA algorithm is almost the same with that of the upperbound (direct off-line method).
A smaller step length will result in more steps to reach
the maximum system throughput in Fig. 8. However, it will
not lead to a longer time consumption in practice. In this
simulation, the throughput reaches the maximum at the
79th, 47th and 23th step for the cases of R ¼ 3, R ¼ 5 and
R ¼ 10, respectively. Considering the step length, the actual
moving distances of the FR are 237, 235 and 230 for the three
cases. If the moving speed of the FR is constant, the time
consumptions of different step lengths are similar.
The A-WCA’s convergence rate is the upper-bound within
a certain range because its flight path is a straight line within
the maximum moving distance of the stable duration. It can
be compared with the WCA if they target on the same maximizer. When the A-WCA is applied successively, the overall
flight path is very close to that of the WCA, as shown in
Fig. 7a. The system capacities along the paths are shown in
Fig. 9a, and they have similar convergence rate. In Fig. 9,
because of different step lengths, the time elapsing is adopted
as the x-axis. In the random shadowing cases we also applied
the condition mentioned in Section 5.1 to avoid the zigzagging
flight path. By comparing with Fig. 8, we can observe that the
fluctuation is mitigated in In Fig. 9.

Fig. 7. Examples of the FR’s movement based on the WCA and the
A-WCA algorithms.

6.1.2 Maximum System Throughput
Besides the convergence rate, we also examine how close
the WCA algorithm can get to the optimal location (the optimal system throughput). The optimal system throughput is
calculated by the exhaustive search method based on discrete points. All the points are on the intersections of a uniform 3-D grid and the side length of each cell is small
enough (0.5 m).
It can be observed from Fig. 4 that the FR can converge to
the vicinity of the optimal location and keep moving around
it, which results in the zigzag in throughput curves in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 10. Comparisons between the WCA, the smoothed DP, and the
direct off-line schemes, in terms of accumulated throughput.

very rugged such as the case of independent shadowing,
the WCA may either be trapped by a local maximizer (R is
too small) or converge slowly (R is too big). On the contrary,
the A-WCA has a higher chance to jump out of a small maximizer and converge quickly to a larger one thanks to its
adaptive step length in searching process.
Fig. 9b shows the system throughput along the flight
paths in Fig. 7b, and the A-WCA converges to a maximizer
with a higher system throughput. Given the difficulty of
finding the global optimal location when random shadowing is applied, we investigate whether the location achieved
by the proposed algorithm is the global optimal within a
100-meter cubic area. Assuming that the algorithm achieved
location is at ða; b; cÞ, the 100-meter cubic area is ð½a  50;
a þ 50; ½b  50; b þ 50; ½c  50; c þ 50Þ. The granularity of
the exhaustive search in a 100-meter cubic area is 0.1 m. The
figure shows that the A-WCA converges to a global maximizer within a 100-meter cubic area in this one-snapshot
simulation but the WCA does not.
Fig. 9. Comparisons between the WCA and the A-WCA.

We also use a fixed FR located at the centroid of the tetrahedron formed by four existing BSs, which intuitively is a
good choice to add a new network node, as another benchmark. According to Fig. 8, this solution is far from what can
be achieved by the proposed WCA algorithm.
From Fig. 8, when R is small, the FR can get closer to the
optimal location and thus the maximum system throughput
achieved by the WCA algorithm further approaches the
optimal throughput. Based on the discussion above, a
smaller step length can make the FR get closer to the optimal location and will not have a big impact on the convergence rate and time consumption, but a smaller step length
will lead to a heavier computation load and increase the signaling/feedback load.
The A-WCA algorithm can achieve a better performance
than the WCA for most of the time. When they target on the
same maximizer, the A-WCA can get closer to it thanks to
its smaller searching step length (G ¼ 0:1 m in the simulation), comparing with the fixed step length of the WCA
(R ¼ 3 m in the simulation), and thus achieve a slightly
higher system throughput as shown in Fig. 9a. If Zðx
xÞ is

6.1.3 Accumulated Throughput
The same parameter settings for the one-snapshot simulation are applied to examine the accumulated throughput
achieved by the proposed WCA algorithm. In this section,
the direct off-line method is considered as the baseline. We
introduce the gain as the metric which is defined as
GainðnÞ ¼ ðAccðÞ ðnÞ=Accdirect ðnÞ  1Þ 100%, where AccðÞ ðnÞ
denotes the accumulated throughput till the nth step of
either the WCA algorithm or the SDP scheme, and
Accdirect ðnÞ is that of the direct off-line method.
In Fig. 10, it can be observed that the WCA algorithm can
obtain a positive gain at the earlier stage. It is because in each
step the FR moves toward the direction with a higher system
throughput increment while the direct off-line method
ignores the throughput of each step and results in a lower
growth rate of the accumulated throughput at the beginning.
Later on, the direct off-line method reaches the optimal location sooner than the WCA algorithm, and thus its growth
rate will be higher than that of the WCA algorithm. This
period corresponds to the sharp decreasing of the gain in
Fig. 10. After the WCA reaches the peak, the growth rates of
the two methods are the same. The gain will slowly converge
to zero with the increasing number of steps.
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Fig. 12. Comparisons between the WCA and the A-WCA.

Fig. 11. Comparisons between the WCA and the optimal system
throughput given the homogeneous shadowing.

On the contrary, the SDP cannot obtain a positive gain in
this particular one-snapshot simulation. The main disadvantage of the DP is that it is originally designed based on
the discrete points on the 3-D grid, which makes the total
length of the route (flight path) much longer than that of the
other two methods. A longer moving distance reduces the
growth rate of the accumulated throughput and thus leads
to the performance degradation. The one-snapshot simulation is conducted given the homogeneous shadowing. More
cases will be considered in Monte Carlo simulations.
We do not investigate the A-WCA’s performance in term
of the accumulated throughput, because it is only meaningful when the A-WCA and WCA are targeting on the same
maximizer and the A-WCA is equivalent to the direct offline method in this case. Otherwise, it will be more valuable
to examine the maximum system throughput, i.e., which
one can find a maximizer with a higher system throughput,
rather than the accumulated throughput along the path.

6.2 Monte Carlo Simulation
6.2.1 Maximum System Throughput
Additional Monte Carlo simulations were conducted to further examine the gap between the maximum value obtained
from the proposed algorithms and the optimal result. Four
fixed BSs’ coordinates are ½500 500 500; ½500 0 0; ½0 500 0
and ½0 0 500. The value of each axis in UE’s coordinate is a
random variable and follows the uniform distribution
within ð0; 500Þ. The initial location of the FR follows the
same distribution.
In Fig. 11, given homogeneous shadowing, the system
throughput achieved by the A-WCA and WCA algorithms
over the optimal one are shown. We set a 30-second stable
duration for the A-WCA algorithm, and different step
lengths are applied for the WCA algorithm. The results are
the average over 100 rounds of random Monte Carlo simulations. Due to the complexity of the exhaustive search for
the optimal system throughput, the number of rounds cannot be too large, but they are sufficient to reveal the trends.
Fig. 11 shows that by applying the WCA algorithm, the FR
can be very close to the optimal location and achieve nearoptimal system throughput. With the increasing of the step
length, the gap between the WCA algorithm and the optimal throughput will increase. The A-WCA can achieve a
better performance thanks to its smaller searching step

length (G ¼ 0:1 m in the simulation). The A-WCA’s result is
even higher than the optimal result (the exhaustive search)
because of the coarse granularity of the exhaustive search
(0.5 m).
Both the A-WCA and WCA algorithms can converge to
the global optimal location in most of the cases when homogeneous shadowing is applied. However, it is difficult in
the random shadowing case due to the ruggedness of Zðx
xÞ.
We investigate how possible the proposed algorithms can
find a global maximizer within a 100-meter cubic area. We
define a successful case as the location obtained by the algorithm is within 5 m from the optimal location. The results of
100-round Monte Carlo simulations are summarized in
Fig. 12.
Fig. 12a is the identical shadowing case. We apply different step length R for the WCA algorithm and assume a 10R
maximum moving distance for the A-WCA. The A-WCA is
applied successively until reach a maximizer inside the feasible region rather than on the boundary. We can observe
that the A-WCA can always achieve a better performance
thanks to its adaptive step length of the searching process.
It allows the A-WCA to jump out of a local maximizer and
then converge quickly to a better one. This observation is
consistent with that of the one-snapshot simulation. Besides,
the A-WCA becomes slightly better when we increase the
maximum moving distance or the network’s stable duration. It is because the initial step length of the searching process is related to the maximum moving range. With a larger
step, it will have a lower chance to be trapped in a local
maximizer. The WCA algorithm is close to the A-WCA
when R ¼ 3, but deteriorates significantly when R is larger
because it is difficult to converge given a fixed large step
length.
In the independent shadowing case, the results of the AWCA have the same trend but the WCA becomes worse, as
shown in Fig. 12b. Reducing the step length is not very helpful for the WCA algorithm given Zðx
xÞ is extremely rugged.
The FR is easy to be misled by local maximizers and failed
to converge to the global optimal location in certain area.
It can be concluded that when Zðx
xÞ is smooth, such as the
homogeneous and identical shadowing cases, the WCA
algorithm can achieve a similar performance to the AWCA’s by wisely choosing the step length. The knowledge
of the network’s changing will not greatly improve the performance in these scenarios. In the independent shadowing
case where Zðx
xÞ is very rugged, the A-WCA shows a significant advantage. Thus, collecting the statistic information
and predicting the network’s changing pattern is necessary.
In Monte Carlo simulations, we only study the A-WCA
in term of the maximum system throughput, i.e., whether it
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TABLE 1
The Range of the Gain

Fig. 13. Comparisons between the WCA and the direct off-line method,
in terms of step number needed to reach the peak.

can find the optimal location within a 100-meter cubic area,
especially in the random shadowing case. The convergence
rate and the accumulated throughput are meaningful only
if the A-WCA and the WCA target on the same maximizer.
When the network’s stable duration is short, the A-WCA’s
flight path is close to the WCA’s. Otherwise, it gets closer to
the direct off-line method. We can gain the insight on the AWCA from the studies toward the WCA and the direct offline method. Therefore, we mainly focus on the WCA algorithm in the following Monte Carlo simulations.

6.2.2 Convergence Rate
We use Monte Carlo simulations to verify the observation of
convergence rate in the previous one-snapshot simulation.
Fig. 13 shows how many extra steps are needed on average
for the WCA algorithm to reach 99 percent of the maximum
system throughput of the direct off-line method. It should
be noticed that the WCA algorithm may reach the peak
sooner than the direct off-line method. In these cases, the
number of extra steps is set to zero.
As shown in Fig. 13a, the WCA algorithm only lags
behind the off-line method for several steps given the homogeneous shadowing, which is consistent with the observation in Fig. 8. With the increase of step length, the lags
decrease in most of the cases. The same trend can be
observed in Fig. 13b, where the independent shadowing is
applied. The WCA’s flight path becomes circuitous in this
case, which results in larger lags.
In both of the cases, when the step length is too big
(R ¼ 15 in the figure), the lag will increase. It is because the
location of the FR fluctuates sharply when the step length is
too large, which makes it difficult to converge to the target
location. An example is shown in Fig. 14b. By comparing
with the case of a smaller step length, it is difficult for the
FR to converge when R ¼ 15.
6.2.3 Accumulated Throughput
In this section, we further verify the range of the gain of the
accumulated throughput defined in Section 6.1.3. In the

Fig. 14. An example of the WCA’s flight path when R ¼ 3; 15.

Algorithm

WCA

SDP

Maximum Gain (Averaged over 100 rounds)
Homogeneous shadowing
Minimum Gain (Averaged over 100 rounds)
Homogeneous shadowing
Maximum Gain (Averaged over 100 rounds)
Independent shadowing
Minimum Gain (Averaged over 100 rounds)
Independent shadowing

1.95%

0.80%

0.82% 3.38%
1.03%

0.61%

2.77% 2.98%

one-snapshot simulation shown in Fig. 10, the maximum
and minimum gains can be identified. We record both of
them for the WCA algorithm and the SDP method, respectively, in each simulation round, and then take the average.
The results are summarized in Table 1.
As shown in Table 1, the WCA algorithm can achieve a better performance than the SDP method. In the homogeneous
shadowing case, if the network changes frequently (limited
steps with a valid global information), the WCA algorithm
can obtain a positive gain, which is less than 1.95 percent on
average. Otherwise, the WCA slightly lose the accumulated
throughput, less than 0.82 percent on average, comparing
with the direct off-line method. The performance is worse in
the independent shadowing case because of more circuitous
flight path and the longer delay shown in Fig. 13.
According to the simulation results, we can conclude that,
no matter how long the global information is valid, the WCA
algorithm is as good as or even better than the offline schemes
from the perspective of the accumulated throughput.

7

FUTURE WORK

Many open research issues are beckoning further studies. In
this paper, we tried to find the optimal location for the FR to
maximize the system throughput. The fairness among users
was not considered, which is an important issue and given
the channel dynamics, there exists a trade-off between overall throughput and fairness. Fairness can be considered by
defining a utility function as the product of each user’s
throughput, or as the summation of a log function of each
user’s throughput. The proposed approach can be applied
to maximize the utility to make a trade-off between the total
throughput and fairness.
Another issue is the traffic model. In this paper, we use
the sum of the Shannon capacities of all the UEs’ front-haul
links and serving links to approximate the system throughput. The capacity may be achieved only if the traffic is the
full-buffer type. The users’ buffer status should be further
considered. The system can also be optimized based on the
delay tolerance of the traffic with the constraint of the FR’s
speed limit.
The energy consumption combining with the solarpowered UAV in another important further research issue.
The FR will not sit on one single optimal location. Instead, it
should cruise along an optimized closed route. Given the
solar charging rate varies in different areas, the proportion
of the route within the high charging rate area should be
above a threshold to guarantee the sustainability. With this
new constraint, an optimization problem can be formulated.
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Finally, we assumed that the FR is connected to a fixed
serving BS in this paper. An optimized handover triggering
mechanism enabled by the cooperation between existing
stationary BSs will further improve the system performance.

8

CONCLUSION

In this paper, considering the high penetration loss/deep
shadowing channels of the indoor users, we introduced the
FR into the cellular system to improve the transmission efficiency and maximize the system throughput. Given the
capacity limit of the FR’s back-haul link and the maximum
transmission power of each user, an optimization problem
has been formulated to maximize the system throughput.
The optimal power allocation strategy has been derived,
and two effective online FR placement algorithms, i.e., the
WCA for the unpredictable network and the A-WCA targeting on the predictable network, have been proposed. Two
comparative off-line schemes, i.e., the direct and the SDP
methods, have also been described.
Extensive simulations have been conducted. The results
show that the WCA algorithm can reach the near-optimal
system throughput given the homogeneous shadowing and
can find the global optimal location within a certain range
for most of the identical shadowing cases. Collecting the statistic information and predicting the network’s changing
pattern is desirable in the independent shadowing case,
where the WCA is easily misled by local maximizers and
the A-WCA shows a significant advantage thanks to its
adaptive step length in the searching process.
More simulations focusing on the WCA algorithm have
been included. When the homogeneous shadowing is
applied, the convergence rate of the WCA algorithm is close
to the upper-bound and its accumulated throughput along
the flight path is as good as or even better than the offline
schemes. However, the WCA’s performance is worse in the
independent shadowing case, which provides an insight on
how the performance varies according to the ruggedness of
the maximum system throughput over a 3-D area. It can be
considered as the reference to determine the necessity of
introducing the network prediction and the A-WCA
algorithm.
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